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Motion parameter estimation
of AUV based on underwater
acoustic Doppler frequency
measured by single hydrophone

Shaowei Rong1 and Yifeng Xu2*

1Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’an, China, 2College of Information Engineering (Wintec
International College), Jinhua Polytechnic, Jinhua, China
This paper describes the use of a single hydrophone to estimate the motion

parameters of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) from the underwater

acoustic signal excited by its propulsionmotor. First, the frequency range of the

hydroacoustic signal radiated by the AUV motor is determined, and a detection

and recognition model is designed. In the case of uniform linear motion of the

AUV, the geometric relationship between the Doppler frequency shift curve of

the sound source is derived and the motion model of the sound source and

sound line propagation is established. An estimation algorithm for the motion

parameters of multiple AUVs based on data from a single hydrophone is

derived. Then, for Doppler underwater acoustic signals disturbed by

independent identically distributed noise with an arbitrary probability

distribution, a cumulative phase difference power amplification instantaneous

frequency estimation method is proposed. This method is based on the sum of

multiple logarithmic functions. Finally, the effectiveness and accuracy of the

algorithm in estimating the motion parameters of multiple AUVs are verified

through simulations and experiments.

KEYWORDS

AUV motion parameter estimation, underwater acoustic measurements, single
hydrophone Doppler measurement, accumulated logarithmic product sum ratio,
multiple AUVs
1 Introduction

The cooperative use of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) can expand the

application range of underwater ocean unmanned systems (Nielsen et al., 2018). AUVs

are usually propelled underwater by a motor. This means that the navigation noise of

AUVs is low (Zhang et al., 2020a), which increases the difficulty of underwater acoustic

AUV detection. However, the vast majority of AUVs use pulse width modulation (PWM)

to control their motors, which will produce unique frequency characteristics. Lo et al.
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(2000); Acarnley and Watson (2006); Le Besnerais et al. (2009);

Hara et al. (2018); Railey et al. (2020), and De Viaene et al.

(2018) hhave studied the analytical characteristics of the

Maxwell radial vibration caused by PWM power supplies in

the motor, focusing on the spatial mode, frequency, voltage,

reference update time, the interaction of PWM harmonics, and

the noise radiated by PWM converters when feeding. Railey et al.

(2020) and Lindberg et al. (2022) investigated the unique high-

frequency underwater acoustic characteristics of brushless DC

motor propulsion systems for the passive measurement of

unmanned underwater vehicles, and determined the main

characteristics of the noise to be the PWM frequency of the

motor and the strong tone at its second harmonic, and the

sideband spacing at the propeller rotation frequency multiplied

by the number of poles in the motor.

If a traditional array is used to detect AUVs, the detection

distance means that a large underwater acoustic array would be

required, making the detection cost very high. Coraluppi et al.

(2018); Lexa et al. (2020); Zhu et al. (2021), and Brinkmann and

Hurka (2009) described the use of distributed multi-target

tracking and passive sonar tracking with fixed and mobile

sensors . S ing le -sensor narrowband and wideband

measurements can be used for spatial tracking, and a

distributed underwater monitoring network composed of a

single hydrophone can reduce the detection costs considerably.

In recent years, the characteristics of active Doppler sonar

have been applied to estimate the velocity by accurately

estimating the Doppler frequency (Yang and Fang, 2021;

Saffari et al., 2022). Further, hydrophones have been used to

estimate the motion information of aerial sound sources.

Buckingham et al. (2002) measured helicopter flight data and

obtained audio signals in air, seawater, and seabed sediments.

The measured data show that the signal has time-varying

characteristics, which verifies the Doppler frequency shift

signal generated by the sound source and illustrates the

possibility for underwater acoustic detection. For a single

hydrophone, Ferguson used ray theory to analyze a sound

propagation model in an air–water medium, and deduced a

method of determining the flying parameters on the top of air

targets according to the Doppler frequency shift in a two-

dimensional domain (Ferguson, 1992). Li et al. (2021a)

developed a probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracker algorithm

based on a batch recursive extended Rauch–Tung–Striebel–

Smooth algorithm to process a large number of passive

measurements including clutter. Wong and Chu (2002)

reported a positioning method using a single vector

hydrophone combined with a correlation spatial matched filter

beam pattern and a minimum variance distortion free response.

Underwater detection algorithms based on a single hydrophone

can only estimate the flight parameters of the sound source in a

two-dimensional plane, that is, it is assumed that the helicopter

only flies in a single plane above the hydrophone, without

considering the yaw distance and other information in the
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
three-dimensional domain. Single-vector hydrophones can

estimate the azimuth information, but there is a directional

blind spot that is vulnerable to the influence of background noise

in practical applications. Although a hydrophone array can

estimate azimuthal information, it is not suitable for small

underwater detection platforms because of its high cost and

inconvenient layout.

Detecting the relative motion between a radiation noise

source e (Buckingham et al., 2002; Qiao et al., 2021; Gusland

et al., 2021; Hanif et al., 2022), the water surface, and an

underwater vehicle containing the receiving hydrophone will

produce the Doppler effect, and the signal frequency collected by

the hydrophone will be different from that of the original

radiation sound source. This time-varying frequency difference

is the Doppler frequency shift, and contains state information of

the speed, distance, depth, direction of motion, and trajectory of

the moving noise source (Lo, 2017). Accurate Doppler

instantaneous frequency (IF) estimations can obtain accurate

motion information. To obtain accurate IF information, many

classical methods have been proposed. The short-time Fourier

transform (STFT) and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) are

essentially linear transforms, characterized by static resolution in

the time–frequency plane. However, due to the limitation of the

Heisenberg–Gabor inequality, neither STFT nor CWT can

achieve good resolution in both the time domain and

frequency domain, which means that good time resolution

means poor frequency resolution (Liu et al., 2016; Weber and

Oehrn, 2022). In recent years, polynomial chirplet transforms,

based on linear frequency chirplet transforms, have become a

generalized IF parameter estimation method that can be used to

describe the IF characteristics of a variety of analytical signals

(Zhou et al., 2018). The synchronous compression transform

only compresses the IF coefficients to the frequency modulated

(FM) track in the frequency direction, and can redistribute or

compress the IF curve coefficients to the FM track through STFT

and CWT, similar to the ideal IF estimation (Yu et al., 2017; Li

et al., 2021b). However, this method is limited by the low IF

resolution of the window function. Stankovic and Katkovink

proposed a Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD) with an adaptive

window length and a WVD with variable and data-driven

window lengths (Stankovic and Katkovnik, 1999). An

algorithm based on the TFD peak is also applicable to other

WVD representations, including polynomial WVD, which is

unbiased for nonlinear FM trajectories, and pseudo WVD and

smooth pseudo WVD, which can suppress the crossover terms

caused by noise in the time–frequency plane.

In this paper, an underwater acoustic Doppler model of

AUV motion is established. The motion situation of the AUV is

estimated by using the Doppler frequency shift measured by a

single hydrophone. An algorithm based on the phase difference

power cumulative logarithmic product sum ratio is proposed.

The cumulative phase difference between the FM signal and the

kernel function removes the average value, and it is proved that
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its power is a monotonic function of the difference between the

estimated frequency value and the actual frequency value. The

cumulative multiple logarithm algorithm of cumulative phase

difference power plays the role of nonlinear amplification and

maintains monotonicity. For the differential frequency

characteristics (Fang et al., 2016; Qiao et al., 2020), the

Adabellie algorithm is used to maximize the sum of multiple

logarithms, and the estimated coefficients can be fitted with

kernel functions.

The remainderof this paper isorganized as follows. In section2,

the motor model of the AUV is established, and the hydroacoustic

Doppler frequency shift characteristics of the system are analyzed.

Additionally, the motion positions of the AUV are retrieved

according to the Doppler frequency shift model. In section 3, the

intermediate frequency estimation model is established, and the

idea and principle of the accumulate logarithmic product sum ratio

of power (PAL-PSR) algorithm are derived. Sections 4and 5 verify

the effectiveness of the algorithm through simulations and

experiments, respectively. Finally, some concluding remarks are

given in Section 6.
2 Doppler shift model of multi-
AUV motion

In the process of underwater AUV detection and

identification, a single array hydrophone is used to monitor

and identify AUVs in an area of water. The use of single array

hydrophone reduces energy consumption and processing units,

and is superior for concealed detection and identification of

AUVs. However, AUVs are now mainly propelled by brushless

DC (BLDC) motors and permanent magnet synchronous

motors (PMSM), which enable low-speed, low-noise and long-

term underwater operation. Therefore, it is difficult for a single

element hydrophone sensor to passively search for AUVs.

Because AUVs are mainly driven by BLDC motors, however,

the motor itself has many signal characteristics. In most cases,

AUVs perform straight-line navigation or a serpentine search

pattern in which a long route is traversed at a constant speed.

Based on these conditions, the following assumptions can

be stated:

Assumption 1: The AUV uses BLDC or PMSM as the main

propulsion motor.

Assumption 2: The position of the AUV is random at the

initial search time.

Assumption 3: The AUV moves in a straight line at a

uniform speed during the search process.
2.1 AUV motor characteristics

The AUV system has two modules with significant size and

power, both of which generate mechanical noise: the driving
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
motor for stabilizing the control surface and the motor for

propulsion. The noise of an AUVs rudder drive motor is mainly

broadband transient noise, which is concentrated in the low-

frequency region from 10 Hz–10 kHz. The motor speed of BLDC

motors and PMSMs is controlled by PWM, which is an effective

method for this purpose. The harmonic of the PWM switching

frequency in the phase current will produce radial vibration. The

vibration caused by radial electromagnetic force under the PWM

current harmonic produces strong noise in BLDC motors,

PMSMs, and induction motors. The PWM output frequency is

a constant, usually above 10 kHz and below 30 kHz.

In BLDC motors and PMSMs, electronic commutation is

carried out through quasi square wave six step commutation.

The coils are energized in turn and interact with the permanent

magnets on the rotor, resulting in the rotation of the motor.

Since the phase current in the quasi square wave commutation of

the motor cannot rise and fall instantaneously, pulsating torque

will be generated during rotation.

In Railey et al. (2020), the radial electromagnetic forces

created by the air-gap flux density in motors are a function of

the pole combination, current harmonics, and back EMF

harmonics. These radial forces Frmnl lead to deformation in the

stator core, causingvibration. The radial force harmonics Frm can

be written as

Frm  =  o
n
o
l

Frmnl   cos   npwrt  −   np  ±  lNsð Þ q½ � (1)

where p is the number of poles, is the slot number, u = 2n + 1 ,

k = n, (n = 0,1,2…) are the harmonics, and wr is the rotation

frequency of the motor in radians, f1 = w / 2p . Therefore, the

frequency and mode number of the radial force harmonics are

npf1,−np ± lNs½ � (2)

with n,l = 0,1,2… . Thus, when the motor rotates, the excitation

frequency fs of the radial force on each stator tooth is

fp  =  pfs (3)

where p is the number of poles in the motor and fs is the shaft

rotation frequency. The motor speeds for both BLDC motors

and PMSMs are controlled using PWM. Although PWM is an

efficient method for controlling the motor speed, the harmonics

of the PWM switching frequency in the phase current produce

radial vibrations.

Remark 1. According to Eq. (3), when the velocity of the

AUV is constant, the frequency of the propeller and motor is

also constant. At the same time, the pulse frequency generated

by torque ripple and pole pairs will be modulated in the

vibration frequency generated by PWM. Through the

modulation frequency and PWM signal, the motion

characteristics of the AUV can be determined, and different

AUVs can also be identified. Figure 1 shows the PWM signal of a

BLDC motor and the FM signal generated by the propeller and

motor cogging torque.
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Figure 1 indicates that a large part of the AUV noise source

vibrates below the motor tone. We can determine the PWM

switching frequency, PWM, and its multiples. In these

propulsion systems, the PWM driving the modulated voltage

signal of the BLDC motor is the main noise source. In addition,

there are spacing sidebands, fp and fs , both around fPWM . We

have experimentally verified that fp is equal to fs multiplied by

the number of permanent magnet poles, p , in the motor. When

the sideband spacing fs also appears in the motor noise signal, p

can be determined.

The AUV is passively tracked by a single element hydrophone.

When the AUV is driven by a BLDC motor, we can detect and

classify the PWM through its unique high-frequency harmonic

acoustic characteristics. Combined with the Doppler signal of

PWM generated by AUV movement, the AUV speed can be

estimated. Extending these two detection protocols to any AUV

scene can realize multi-source tracking and classification.
2.2 Design of AUV detection model
for multiple distributed single
element hydrophones

In Figure 2, the underwater monitoring network composed of

multiple single hydrophones can track AUVs in a large range, thus

realizing inexpensive and wide coverage underwater monitoring.

A single hydrophone can calculate the AUV velocity and the

distance to the hydrophone from the AUV Doppler frequency.

Therefore, according to the condition of Assumption 3,
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
monitoring an AUV using two distributed hydrophones will

enable the course of the AUV to be estimated from the tangent of

the circle formed by the shortest distance between the AUV and

the hydrophone. With three hydrophones, it becomes possible to

completely determine the route of the AUV, except in one

special case. When the AUV course is parallel to the straight

line formed by the three hydrophones, only the course can be

judged, and two routes will be formed. Figure 3 shows a

schematic diagram of the AUV trajectory calculated by the

hydrophone network measurement system.

Lemma 1. According to the common tangent calculation

method of (Haiying and Zufeng, 2014), when the position

coordinates of R1, R2 which are the yaw distance between the

AUV and the hydrophone estimated by the Doppler acoustic

signal of the AUV motor of a single hydrophone in Figure 3,

and the two hydrophones are known, the parameter equations

of the four common tangents L1, L2, L3, and L4 can be

obtained. In Figure 3A, L1 and L2 are the outer tangents of

two circles, and L3 and L4 are the inner tangents of two circles.

The outer tangent length is lout  =  
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2H1H2

  −  (R1  −  R2)
2

q
. The

inner tangent length is linner   =  
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2H1H2

  −  (R1  +  R2)
2

q
.

According to the time sequence and time difference of the

AUV detected and identified by the hydrophone, combined

with the velocity of the AUV calculated from the Doppler

frequency, the direction of the AUV can be calculated, and two

routes can be excluded, that is, L1 and L2 or L3 and L4 are

retained. When three hydrophones detect the AUV, the entire

AUV trajectory can be calculated, except for the situation

shown in Figure 2C.
FIGURE 1

AUV propulsion motor PWM frequency and harmonic frequency.
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2.3 Doppler model for single
hydrophone detecting multiple
AUV motions

According to Assumptions 1–3, the AUV trajectories form

straight lines and the velocities remain constant.

The AUV travels in a straight line at a constant speed, and

the position of the hydrophone is the coordinate origin. Figure 4

shows the model of a single AUV detected by a single
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
hydrophone. A single hydrophone can only estimate the

velocity of the AUV and the yaw position of the shortest-

range hydrophone for a linear moving target through the

Doppler frequency. The AUV moves in a straight line with a

velocity of va . Define the vertical distance between the AUV

sailing direction and the hydrophone as the yaw distance Rmin

between the AUV and the hydrophone, i.e., segment HA3.

When displayed in the AUV velocity coordinate system, the

AUV Doppler model can be simplified in Figure 4B.
A B C

FIGURE 3

(A) Four possible trajectories of AUV; (B) AUV has only one possible trajectory; (C) Two possible trajectories of AUV.
FIGURE 2

Multiple AUV trajectories and hydrophone position.
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According to Figure 4A, the location of the AUV is (XA, YA)

and the location of the hydrophone is (0, 0) with

XA  tð Þ  =  XA  0ð Þ  +  vAt  cos  qA
YA  tð Þ  =  YA  0ð Þ  +  vAt  sin  qA

(
(4)

The AUV velocity vA is constant and the direction in which

the AUV is sailing qA is constant. The AUV motion coordinates

are (XA (t), YA (t))T . When the coordinates of the AUVchange

with time, the line of sight (LOS) angle of the AUV relative to the

hydrophone also changes. The LOS angle is expressed as

lA  tð Þ  =   arctan  
YA  tð Þ
XA  tð Þ

� �
(5)

Here, the LOS angle between the AUV and the hydrophone

is lA (t) . The projection angle aA of the velocity vector in the

LOS direction between the AUV and the hydrophone is

cos  aA  =  
~va  ·   −XA  tð Þ,   −  YA  tð Þð ÞT

XA  tð Þ,  YA  tð Þð ÞT  �� �� ~vuij j (6)

In addition, according to the position relationship between

the moving sound source and the hydrophone node in the top

view shown in Figure 4A, the deflection angle can be determined.

When the moving point sound source is on the left or right side

of A1A2A3 , the velocity and time are considered to be negative or

positive, respectively. The position relationship between the

moving point sound source and the stationary node is shown

in Figure 4A. Using simple trigonometry, the deflection angle

a (t) as a function of time is

a   tð Þ  =   arccos  
vtffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

v2t2  +  R2
min  

p (7)

The instantaneous frequency fd (t) of the AUV sound source

received by the hydrophone is

fd   tð Þ  =  
f0

1  −  ~vacos aA
cw

(8)
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where cw is the underwater sound velocity.

As the AUV moves along a straight line, the sound source

deviation angle and LOS angle observed by the hydrophone will

change as the relative position between the sound source and the

hydrophone varies. In the coordinate system shown in Figure 4,

the distance between the sound source and the hydrophone is

relatively small, the relative velocity is positive, and the Doppler

frequency shift is positive. As the distance between the sound

source and the hydrophone increases, the relative velocity and

the Doppler shift become negative. When the hydrophone is

perpendicular to the course of the AUV, the relative velocity is

zero and the Doppler frequency shift is zero. At this time, the

distance between the AUV and the hydrophone reaches

its minimum.

Figure 5 shows the theoretical values and first and second

derivatives of the Doppler frequency shift curve received by the

hydrophone before and after a sound source with a resonant

frequency of 16 kHz passes through the nearest point (located at

a distance of 200 m). The positive and negative values at time ts
cause the asymmetry of the frequency offset. When the AUV is

at the same distance from the acoustic receiver h , the frequency

offset when it is close to the state is greater than that when it is

away from the state.

From the relationship between Eq. (4) to Eq. (8), it can be

seen that the Doppler frequency shift of the AUV motor

underwater acoustic signal is related to the velocity and yaw

distance of the AUV. The AUV heading information in

Figure 4A cannot be calculated. The actual calculation is

completed using the simplified model in Figure 4B.

The natural frequency f0 and velocity vA of a point sound

source can be calculated from the asymmetry of the curve with

respect to time ts , i.e., positive and negative, and the Doppler

frequency shift equation when the sound source is infinite.

f0  =  2  fd   −∞ð Þ fd   +∞ð Þ
fd   −∞ð Þ + fd   +∞ð Þ

vA  =  cw 
fd   −∞ð Þ − fd   +∞ð Þ
fd   −∞ð Þ + fd   +∞ð Þ

8<
: (9)
A B

FIGURE 4

Top view of an AUV’s radiated noise propagation and hydrophone nodes. (A) AUV radiated noise propagation and hydrophone node in Fixed-
frame. (B) AUV radiated noise propagation and hydrophone node in AUV velocity frame.
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Set the time t = s corresponding to the natural frequency f0 .

Then, the first derivative and the second derivative of the

Doppler frequency shift fd (t) can be calculated, and the time

at which the pole value is zero is substituted into

dfd
dt  jt = t0   =  f

0
d   t0  ∣  f0,  v,  h,  wmin  ð Þ

d2fd
dt2  jt=t−1   =  f

0 0
d   t−1  ∣  f0,  v,  h,  wmin  ð Þ

8<
: (10)

Here, t0 is the time corresponding to the minimum of f }d  (t) and

t−1 is the time corresponding to the minimum value of f }d  (t).

Thus, the shortest horizontal projection of the point sound

source can be obtained. In Eq. (14), the first derivative of the

Doppler frequency shift fd (t) is

dfd
dt

  =   −  f0 
~vAsin aA

cw
  _aA

1  −  ~vAcos aA
cw

� �2 (11)

where cw is the underwater sound velocity, ~vA is velocity of

AUV.The second derivative of the Doppler shift fd (t) is

d2fd
dt2

  =   −  f0 
cw~vA  €aA sin aA  +   _a2

Acos aA

� 	
cw  −  ~vacos aAð Þ2   −  2 

cw~v
2
A _ota2

A sin 
2aA

cw   −  ~vAcos aAð Þ3

 �

(12)
3 Multi-frequency estimation design

When a single hydrophone receives navigation noise from

multiple AUVs, it can be considered as a multi-component signal.

The multi-component signal can be expressed as the linear

superposition of multiple single-component signals. By decomposing

amulti-component signal intomultiple single-component signals, the

advantages of the time–frequency method can be effectively used to

realize the time–frequency analysis of the multi-component signals.

This allows multiple AUVs to be distinguished and the motion

parameter information of each AUV to be obtained.

According to the Doppler frequency shift model presented

in the previous section and the design principles of AUVmotors,

combined with Assumptions 1 to 3, when the motor speed of an
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
AUV is constant, Eq. (3) implies that the harmonic frequency

difference between fpwm and fp is constant. Therefore, an AUV

can be identified by a constant frequency difference, and the

change trend of the harmonic Doppler frequency of fpwm and fp
from the same AUV is also consistent. Thus, the Doppler

frequency estimation of the harmonics of fpwm and fp AUV

becomes particularly important.

Multi-component signals are a linear superposition of

multiple single-component signals, that is,

s  tð Þ  =  o
N

k = 1

Ak  exp   jfk  tð Þ½ �  =  o
N

k = 1

Ak  exp   j2p
Z 

w   tð Þ dt

 �

(13)

The multi-component signal can be reduced to the

superposition of multiple signals, and each single signal is a

variable that needs to be accurately estimated. As the single

Doppler signals are time-varying, the dispersed Doppler signal

can be represented by an FM signal. According to [34], the FM

signal can be expanded as an n -order Taylor series (n ≤ l ) at the

point i=0, i.e.,

f lð Þ = ae
jo
l

i=0
w i½ �

= ae
jo
l

i=0
o
N

n=0

w nð Þ 0½ �
n !

i
fs

� �n

, (14)

where a∈R+ is the amplitude and. is the transient angular

frequency. w(n) [0] is the n -th derivative of w [i] . As the value of

n increases, the signal expanded by this Taylor series becomes

closer to the real FM signal. fs is the sample frequency. The

existence of noise has always been considered as a serious effect

on the estimation accuracy of IF trajectories. Underwater

acoustic noise has an unknown distribution in practical

applications, and prior information of the noise distribution is

often difficult to obtain. The signal f (l) is corrupted by

underwater acoustic noise with an unknown distribution.

3.1 Power of phase-difference
accumulation

Sun et al. (2021b) designed a polynomial to approximate the

original signal. The IF estimation function obtained by the n
A B C

FIGURE 5

(A) Doppler frequency and its (B) first and (C) second derivatives.
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-order Taylor series expansion is designed as

h ijŵ n½ � = e
−jo

l

i=0
o
N

n=0

ŵ nð Þ 0½ �
n !

i
fs

� �n

: (15)

The error between the estimator and the true frequency is

r  i j ~wu½ �  =  f   i j wn½ � h  i j ŵ n½ �  =  ae
jo
l

i=0
o
N

n=0

ŵ nð Þ 0½ �
n !

i
fs

� �n

, (16)

where ~wu  =  wu  −  ŵ u is the frequency expansion error and

f ½i j ~wu�  =   o
N

n  = 0
 
~w (n) ½0�
n !

 (
i
fs
)n is the phase error. When the

phase error f ½i j ~wu�  =  0, the FM signal frequency is ŵ u  =  wu.

The coherent accumulation of phase difference can

improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Du et al., 2020). For

underwater acoustic noise with an arbitrary distribution, the

average value of coherence accumulation will fluctuate slightly;

however, the coherence accumulation of phase difference in Eq.

(16) will increase with time, especially when f ½i j ~wu� is
approximately zero [42]. Inspired by this fundamental rule, a

cost function is constructed to find the optimal solution for all

coefficients f ½i j ~wu�:

p  l j ~wu½ �  =  
1
l o

l

i = 0
  o

i

k = 0

r  k j ~wu½ �  −  rm  i j ~wu½ �
( )

  o
i

k = 0

r  k j ~wu½ �  −  rm  i j ~wu½ �
( )

*

(17)

wi th rm ½i j ~wu�  =   1i o
i

k = 0

r ½k j ~wu�. In the above cos t

function, o
i

k = 0

r ½k j ~au� is the sum of the accumulated phase

difference of i points in r ½k j ~wu� and * denotes the complex

conjugate. The power p ½l j ~wu ght� and its mean value over the

period l improve the anti-interference ability of the spectrum to

a certain extent.

Lemma 2. The cumulative phase difference power p ½l j ~wu�
minus the mean is a monotonically decreasing function of the

coefficient modulus j~wuj (Sun et al., 2021b; Sun et al., 2021a).
3.2 Instantaneous frequency estimation
based on nonlinear accumulated phase
power logarithm

In view of the nonlinear amplification for DOA estimation

and IF estimation described by Filippini et al. (2019); Sun et al.

(2021b), and Zhang et al. (2018), a multiple logarithmic sum is

proposed to achieve a sharper peak for the true IF and a deeper

trough for the area that is not of interest. This will also improve

the accuracy and robustness of the IF estimation. On this basis, a

log-sum-multiple function is used for the maximization, as this
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
is more convex and smoother than a log-sum. This function also

exhibits nonlinear amplification in some fixed intervals.

max
p̂ u

 J1  ~wuð Þ  =   log  

QL − 1
l = 0   p  l j ~wu½ �  +  1f g

oL − 1
l = 0 t  p  l j ~wu½ �  +  1 f   =  o

L − 1

l = 0

log   p  l j ~wu½ �  +  1f g  −   log   o
L − 1

l = 0

  p  l j ~wu½ �  +  1f gs : t : ~wu  =  wu  −  ŵ u

(18)

where “1” is introduced into the integrand to ensure a simple

analytical solution.

Under the condition of short-time window function or

strong noise, the L1 norm method has poor estimation

accuracy or is susceptible to noise interference. The log

product sum ratio is used to increase the peak value of the

target instantaneous frequency in the time spectrum and

suppress the side lobe of the non target region. Under the

condition of small sample data or low signal-to-noise ratio,

this method can effectively improve the accuracy and stability of

the time-frequency estimation curve.

Remark 2. Eq. (18) can be understood as the logarithmic

mapping of the cumulative power at each time minus the

logarithmic mapping of the cumulative power at all times.

The lower limit of J1 (~wu) is

lim  
~pu!−∞

  o
L − 1

l = 0

  log   p  l j ~wu½ �  +  1f g  −   log  o
L − 1

l = 0

 p  lt  ∣  ~wu�  +  1½ g  =  0

(

(19)

If the upper limit of J1 (~wu) is a variable v (~wu), the variable

upper limit integral of J1 (~wu) can be expressed as

J2  v  ~wuð Þ½ �  =  
Z v  ~wuð Þ

1
  log  k   +  1ð Þ dk  

=  v  ~wuð Þ  log  v  ~wuð Þ (20)

where “1” is introduced into the integrand to ensure a simple

analytical solution. Sun et al., 2021a showed that J2 ½n  (~pu)� is a
convex function about n (~pu).

Lemma 3. J2 (~wu) is a convex function (Boyd et al. (2004)).

Theorem 1. J2 (~wu) is a monotonically decreasing function of
~wu. According to the chain rule, the first derivative of J2 ½n  (~wu)�
with respect to j~wuj is

dJ2  v  ~puð Þ½ �
d  ~wuj j   =  

dJ2
dn

 o
L − 1

l = 0

 
dn
dp  l½ �  

dp  l ∣ ~wuright :½ �
d  ~wuj j

� �
(21)

To determine whether Eq. (21) is positive or negative, we

analyze the positive and negative nature of the first-order

functions dJ2
dv ,

dv
dp ½l�, and

dp ½l j ~wu�
d j~wuj .

According to Lemma 1, p ½l j ~wu� is a monotonically

decreasing function of j~wuj and dp ½l j ~wu�
d j~omegauj   ≤  0. Then, in Eq.

(20), n  fp½l�g  =  
QL − 1

l = 0
 fp ½l j ~wu� + 1g

oL − 1
l = 0

 fp ½l j ı
⌢
ldewu�  +  1g,

dv
dp ½l� can be expressed as
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dv p l½ �f g
dp l½ � =

QL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

oL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

 !
p½½�

=

QL−1
i=0 p l ∣ ldewu½ � + 1f g� 	

p l½ �

oL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

−

QL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

oL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g� 	2

ðo
L−1

l=0

p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f gt)p l½ �

=

Q
L p k ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

oL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

−

QL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g

oL−1
l=0 p l ∣ ~wu½ � + 1f g� 	2 L (22)

where k∈ {0, L − 1} ∖ {l} . In Eq. (22), because the power

p ½l j ~wu�  ≥  0, we have that L

oL − 1
l = 0

 fp ½l j ~wu� + 1g   ≤  1 and dv fp ½l�g
dp ½l�  

≥  0. v {p [l]} is a monotonically increasing function of

p [l | dewu] .

Finally, the first derivative of J2 ½n  (~wu)� with respect

to n  (~wu) is

dJ2  v  ~wuð Þ½ �
dv

  =   log  n   ~wuð Þ  +  1 (23)

Because n  (~wu)  ≥  1, Eq. (23) is positive. J2 ½n  (~wu)� is a

monotonically increasing function of n (~wu). In summary, the

first derivative of J2 ½n (~wu)� with respect to j~wuj is non-positive:

dJ2  n  ~wuð Þ½ �
d  ~wuj j   ≤  0 (24)

Therefore, J2 ½n  (~wu)� is a monotonically decreasing function

of j~wuj.
The estimation coefficient ŵ can be obtained by solving the

following optimization problem:

max
ŵ u

 J2  ~wuð Þ  =  n  ~wuð Þ  log  n  ~wuð Þ s : t : ~wu  =  wu  −  ê gau (25)

When ŵ u is known, the estimated IF can be obtained as f̂
 ½i j ŵ u�  =  o

U

u = 0
ŵ u (

i
fs
)u. According to Theorem 1, J2łeft (~wu) is

a convex function, so the optimal value can be determined using

a gradient method.

The algorithm based on the log-sum multiple function has

the characteristics of a deep zero sidelobe and extremely sharp

main lobe. In Figure 6, compared with the APP-MLS algorithm

(Sun et al., 2021b), the proposed algorithm gives a lower main

lobe value than the APP-MLS algorithm. This reduces the

computational complexity and hardware requirements caused

by possible large data values in the calculation. At the same time,

because PAL-PSR algorithm has sufficiently high IF resolution,

there is no side sidelobe leakage of Fourier transform in Figure 6.

In the process of using this algorithm, the estimation

accuracy of the time–frequency curve will be affected by the
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order U , the length of the rectangular window W , and the

sliding length L . Specifically, if the length of the rectangular

windowW is constant, an increase in the order Umeans that the

fitting polynomial function will provide a better approximation

to the real frequency function. Thus, the final estimated time–

frequency j [m] will be of higher accuracy. If the order is fixed,

an increase in the length of the rectangular window W will

increase the error between the fitting polynomial function and

the real frequency function as the number of sample points

increases, so the accuracy of the final time–frequency curve will

become worse. The error will be greatest at the last point in the

window. However, W also determines the stability of the

algorithm. A longer window length produces a stronger ability

to suppress different distributed noise. Therefore, the value ofW

should not be too small in practical applications. A longer sliding

length L gives a larger deviation between the estimated IF time–

frequency j [m] and the actual curve. In addition, larger values

of the order U , rectangular window length W , and sliding

length L will increase the computational complexity of the

algorithm. In practice, appropriate parameter values should be

selected according to accuracy, stability, and computational

complexity requirements.
3.3 Multi-AUV frequency identification

In Figure 6, the PAL-PSR algorithm produces a sharper peak

and lower sidelobe region, so it can accurately distinguish

multiple frequencies.

ŵ i  tð Þ  −  ŵ j  tð Þ  =  a (26)

where a is a constant and i , j are nonadjacent spectral lines.

According to Eq. (3), such a set of constant frequencies can be

considered as the PWM frequency of a BLDC motor, propeller

modulation frequency, and electrode modulation frequencyfrom

the same AUV.

When a single hydrophone receives AUV motor noise, if the

motor frequency fpwm used by the AUV is the same or close,

some frequency crossover will occur after time–frequency

estimation of multiple frequency bands, as shown in Eq. (3).

Theenergyof the samefrequencysignal increasesat the frequency

intersection, so it can be judged that the frequency has crossed over.

The crossover frequency is used as the Doppler information of the

motion of twoAUVs at the same time, combined with the first-order

derivatives fpwm and fp and the second-order derivatives fpwm and fp of

AUV motion. This modulation signal assists in distinguishing AUV

motion information.

According to the above analysis, this paper proposes an

AUV signal detection algorithm. The specific steps are

as follows:

Step 1: Calculate the STFT of the signal and judge the signal

interval according to the stable energy value of the STFT in the
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frequency domain. Specifically, search for a stable value that

exceeds the threshold in the frequency domain within each time

window. According to the theory of signal detection and

estimation, for a given false alarm probability, it is difficult to

give an accurate detection threshold. In practice, the detection

threshold is generally determined by the method of numerical

statistics (Li et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2021). According to whether

the selected amplitude frequency continuously exceeds the

threshold in continuous time, the false alarm probability can

then be reduced.

Step 2: Among the frequencies screened in step 1, the PAL-

PSR algorithm is used for frequency estimation. The peak of the

deep zero sidelobe is then formed after accurate frequency

estimation, allowing the frequencies that the STFT algorithm

cannot distinguish to be identified.

Step 3: Multiple AUVs are distinguished according to the

frequency estimated in step 2, combined with the BLDC

frequency characteristics of the AUVs and the Doppler

frequency shift.

Remark 3. According to Eq. (8), if the speed difference of

multiple AUVs equipped with similar BLDC motors is large, the

modulation frequency generated by fp at fpwm will be relatively

different, and the frequency may not crossover. When the sailing

speeds are similar, the modulation frequency generated by fp at

fpwm may also cross frequency. When frequency crossover

occurs, as shown in Eq. (9), the Doppler frequency is a

continuous differentiable function. Thus, different AUVs can

be distinguished and AUV motion information can be extracted

by judging the continuity of fpwm and the fixed frequency

difference between fpwm and the harmonic signal.
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4 Simulations

This section compares the performance of the PAL-PSR

algorithm with several classical IF estimation algorithms,

including the STFT, WVD, polynomial chirplet transform, and

synchrosqueezing transform (SST). The algorithms are assessed

using a sinusoidal FM signal (SFM). The sample time is T = 1 s

and the sample frequency is fs = 50 kHz. In Figure 7A, B, the

window size W and the overlap size S are set to 200 and 20,

respectively, considering the tradeoff between computation time

and the ability to suppress noise. Symmetric a -stable (SaS) noise

(Zhang et al., 2022) is often used to model underwater acoustic

noise, as it represents real-world noise with changing statistical

characteristics (Jobst et al., 2020). The generalized SNR (GSNR)

(Ferrari et al., 2020) isused, which is defined as the ratio of the

signal’s average power to the noise dispersion in the finite

interval of interest:

GSNR  =  10 log
10
 
a2

g
(27)

An SFM signal is often used as the detection signal for sonar

and radar because it offers increased bandwidth and can

maintain a large pulse interval:

xGSFM l½ � = e
io

l

m=0
jSFM m½ �

, (28)

where the IF is set to

jSFM   m½ �  =  15000  +  10: * cos  a2pm  +  a2pð Þ (29)
FIGURE 6

J2(~wu) comparison between PAL-PSR and APP-MLS.
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Although most noise can be assumed to follow a Gaussian

distribution, there exist other types of underwater acoustic noise

with unknown distributions, and prior information of the noise

distribution is often difficult to obtain. SaS noise has been used to

model various types of real underwater acoustic noise (Gogineni

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). Under the condition of a heavy

tailing effect, that is, adding SaS noise with a characteristic index of

a = 1.6 to the signal, and setting GSNR=−10dB , we compare the

performance of the proposed time–frequency estimation algorithm

with four classical methods. In the simulations, we set the window

lengthW = 200 and sliding length L = 50 . The SFM signal polluted

by strong noise is shown in Figure 11A.

Figure 8 shows the estimation results of STFT,WVD, and SST.

Due to the intersectionof signal frequencies, the energy aggregation

of the time–frequency estimation curves is scattered, and the STFT

is more vulnerable to noise interference, resulting in a fuzzy time–

frequency distribution. Figure 8B shows that WVD is highly

ambiguous around the signal frequency intersection. Figure 8C

shows the results given by the SST. The large number of pulses

distorts the time–frequency trajectories to varying degrees, making

it difficult to suppress high-energy noise. As can be seen from

Figure 8D, compared with the four existingmethods, the proposed

time–frequency estimation algorithm not only maintains high

energy aggregation, but also obtains high time–frequency

trajectories, which verifies the accuracy and stability of our

approach. Figure 8E shows the relative errors of the five time–

frequency estimation curves. The error results show that the

proposed time–frequency estimation algorithm effectively

suppresses high-energy noise.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiments

According to Coraluppi et al. (2018) and Zhu et al. (2021),

the thruster operates at a fixed PWM frequency of 15–20 kHz,
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and it has been verified that there is a strong signal at the

PWM frequency of the motor. An experiment was carried out

using an electrically propelled unmanned surface vessel

(USV). During the movement of the USV, a strong single-

frequency signal at the PWM frequency of the USV propeller

motor can be observed in the hydrophone measurement data

(Figures 9A, B). When the propeller state remains unchanged,

the PWM frequency will not vary. According to the

conditions specified in Assumption 1 to Assumption 3,

the USV was set to sail in a straight line at a uniform speed

in the due north direction.

Experiments were carried out on a lake, with the position of

the hydrophone taken as the coordinate origin. The

hydrophone was fixed at a depth of 0.5 m. Two ships with

the same motor were used to conduct experiments, and the

data obtained from the motor acoustic signals of the two ships

were processed.

In the experiment, fpwm = 16005 Hz under the static

condition of the USVs. The USVs move according to

Assumption 1 to Assumption 3. USV1 has a velocity of 2.9

m/s and USV2 has a velocity of 3.8 m/s. The USVs sail in a

straight line. Figures 19–21 compare the estimated time–

frequency curves of the hydrophone after receiving the

experimental data through PAL-PSR and the Doppler time–

frequency curve calculated according to the coordinates of the

USV positions and the receiving hydrophone. According to the

motion parameters of the USVs calculated from the time–

frequency curve, combined with Assumptions 1–3, the

estimated navigation parameters of the USVs were obtained.

When the Doppler frequency of USV motion is used in Eq. (8),

it is possible to solve Eq. (8). The movement time of the USVs

is 15 s. Through comparative experiments, the maximum

deviation between fpwm measured at rest and fpwm obtained

by calculating the derivative of the Doppler signal of the USVs

is 0.8 Hz. The deviation in fp is 0.9 Hz. The results of the lake

experiment are presented in Table 1. The relative error between
A B

FIGURE 7

(A) SFM signal with noise, (B) designed frequency curve of cross SFM signal.
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the USV and hydrophone positions retrieved by Eq. (8) and the

GPS locations is not more than 7%, and the USV velocity

estimation error is not more than 4%.

Comparing the transformation results of the experimental

data by the two algorithms in Figures 10B, C, it can be seen that

the spectrum obtained by the STFT in Figure10A has obvious

frequency broadening, and it is unable to accurately judge the

frequency intersection generated by multiple AUVs, and it is
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
unable to accurately estimate the frequency. Only the trend of

frequency transformation can be roughly seen. However, STFT

can determine the approximate frequency range, and then use

PAL-PSR algorithm to accurately estimate the frequency and

distinguish the targets.

From Figure 10C, combined with the Doppler frequency of

Eq. (8) and the motor modulation frequency in Eq. (3), when the

sailing velocity of the USVs is different, the motor speeds are also
A B

D

E

C

FIGURE 8

(A) STFT curve of cross SFM signal, (B) WVD curve of cross SFM signal, (C) SST curve of cross SFM signal, (D) PAL- PSR curve of cross SFM
signal, (E) eelative error curves for STFT, WVD, SST, and PAL-PSR. GSNR2=-10 dB.
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different. Thus, the position where the frequency crossover

occurs will change. However, because fp is modulated in fpwm ,

the frequency difference between fpwm and fp remains

unchanged, as shown in Eq. (26).

The first and second derivatives of fpwm for the different

USVs are shown in Figures 11A, B. According to Eq. (7) and Eq.

(8), the minimum value of the first derivative and the zero value

of the second derivative indicate the shortest distance between

the USV and the hydrophone, that is, the yaw position.

According to the time at which the yaw position occurs, the

USV velocity, fpwm , fp , and yaw distance of the USV can

be calculated.
5.2 Experimental data error analysis

During the experiment, there was a deviation between the

GPS locations and measured Doppler signal, as shown in

Table 1. The algorithm was used to estimate the motion state

parameters of the USV. The estimated results and errors are

shown in Table 2. In the estimation process, external

interference, including measurement errors associated with

GPS and the USV inertial navigation system, created some

deviation between the propeller and GPS measurement points,

resulting in errors in the nonlinear calculation process. In the

experiment, the hydrophone monitored the PWM signal of the
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propulsion motor. The distance between the propulsion motor

and the GPS/INS position was 2.5 m. In addition, due to the

influence of noise, the estimated Doppler frequency shift will

have some degree of error. Thus, using only the starting time

and the shortest distance time to estimate the yaw position and

navigation speed of the USV will introduce a certain deviation.

If multiple points were used as the start time (e.g., 0.5 s, 1 s) and

the shortest distance time, and the data were averaged to

reduce the error, the results presented in Table 3 would

be obtained.
6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the signal characteristics of

AUV propulsion motors and designed a multi-AUV linear

motion model. According to the motion model and the

Doppler information generated by the motor signal, the

relative position between the AUV and a hydrophone was

calculated. The proposed PAL-PSR algorithm can accurately

estimate the underwater acoustic frequency curve, even in the

presence of impulse signal noise. As the cost function is a

monotonic function of frequency, the estimation result is

stable. Accurate estimations are possible because the

nonlinear amplification mapping allows the signal to grow

exponentially in energy, whereas the noise grows linearly at
A B

FIGURE 9

(A) Time–frequency diagram of USV motor, (B) frequency diagram of USV motor.
TABLE 1 USV navigation conditions.

USV velocity (m/s) USV initial position Yaw distance (m) USV fpwm Motor pole Rad (rad/min) USV fp

USV 1 2.9 (35.5, -33.4) 35.5 16005Hz 12 600 120Hz

USV 2 3.8 (17.4,-19.1) 17.4 16005 Hz 12 780 156Hz
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most. Through computer simulations, the effectiveness of the

PAL-PSR method was verified under different GSNRs and

window sizes. Compared with some classical methods, PAL-

PSR exhibits excellent performance and robustness in the

presence of an unknown noise distribution. In addition, by
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
examining the characteristics of AUV motors, an AUV

judgment mechanism based on the PAL-PSR frequency

estimation method was designed, enabling a single

hydrophone to distinguish multiple AUVs through their

signal characteristics. A lake experiment was conducted using
A B

C

FIGURE 10

(A) Time-domain signal collected by the hydrophone in the experiment, (B) STFT curve of fpwm and fp in the experiment, (C) PAL-PSR curve of
fpwm and fp in the experiment.
A B

FIGURE 11

(A) First-order derivative of the estimated frequency fpwm, (B) second-order derivative of the estimated frequency fpwm..
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USVs and a single hydrophone. The PAL-PSR algorithm was

used to estimate the FM signal curve received by a single

hydrophone. According to the frequency modulation curve,

the positions of the USVs were retrieved and compared with

the ground-truth GPS coordinate positions.
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